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abstract

A multichannel HCN laser interferometer system has been

developed to investigate the plasma electron confinement

properties in SPAC VII device. Maximum entropy method is

applied to reconstruct the electron density profile from

measured line integrated data. Particle diffusion coefficient

in the peripheral region of the REB ring core spherator was

obtained from the evolution of the density profile.
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§ 1. Introduction

In concern to the measurement of the plasma electron

density, the interferometry of the coherent electromagnetic

wave is the most reliable and commonly used method. Recently,

plasma parameter near the thermonuclear ignition condition

has been achieved in several large tokamaks. The electron

density has reached to the order of 10 cm . In such a high

density regime, conventional and well developed microwave

interferometer techniques become unapplicable because of the

presence of the cut off density and refraction effect. So

the use of waves with shorter wavelength i.e. Far-infrared

(FIR) or Infrared (IR) wave regime are of much importance.

The interferometer itself offers only the information about

the phase shift caused by the plasma dielectric effect. The

output signal of the simple interferometry only provides the

sine or cosine of the phase difference. To get directly the

plasma electron line density, various methods have been

developed in the frequency range of microwave. The typical

and widely used one is the phase modulation technique. In

FIR regime this technique was at first practically applied

by Veron who utilized the rotating grating and succeeded

to measure the density profile of the TFH tokamak. This

technique has usually worked and been applied to a lot of

middle and big sized tokamaks ( TFR600, JET,3> etc. )•

One of the limiting factor of this method is that the time
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response of the output signal is principally longer by about

an order than the modulation period. Practical modulation

frequencies used so far have been less than 100 kHz. In SPAC

VII experiment, required response time is few tens of

microseconds. Another technique to give modulation is the

4)use of twin lasers. This technique utilizes two

independently oscillating lasers where the frequency

difference between them is kept at required beat frequency.

In this case, the beat frequency can be increased as high as

10 MHz ( depending on the Q-value of the lassr cavity ) .

Therefore, this phase modulation technique is adopted in the

SPAC VII interferometer system.

The detailed plasma density profile measurement became

especially important in order to examine the plasma

confinement properties. Here, simultaneous measurement at

multichords becomes necessary. Even though the multichord

measurement is accomplished the obtained information is

inherently line integrated electron density at each chord.

To reconstruct the density profile some inversion have to be

done. The Abel inversion is the conventionally and widely

used method, but the obtained profile by this method is apt

to diverge with the various fitting methods, which uses the

derivative of the fitted data. With the development of the

picture processing theory and furthermore the fast processors

using super-computer, various reconstruction methods have

been proposed. Among them maximum entropy ( ME ) method is
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one of the most reliable and reasonable ones. Its specific

features are that it derives the most probable information

from given data and physical insights in the sense of

statistics, and that the physical quantity to be reconstructed

can be set always positive which is not necessarily guaranteed

with the Abel inversion.

In order to examine the electron confinement properties

time derivatives of the evolutions of the density profile

are needed. The ME method is adopted to obtain the most

probable time evolutions of the density profile. This paper

presents the reconstruction of the electron density profile

by the use of the ME method from data obtained with

multichannel HCN laser interferometer system. The

interferometer system installed on SPAC VII and the signal

processing method are described in § 2. Then, the principle

and application of the maximum entropy method are explained

in § 3. In § 4 the plasma confinement analysis utilized the

result of ME method is described. Here, the time evolutions

of the plasma electron density profile take a principal role.

S 2. Interferometer System

In order to investigate the plasma confinement properties

in the REB ring core spherator formed in the SPAC VII device,

multichannel HCN laser interferometer has been developed.
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To analyse the density profile evolution under various plasma

parameters, each channel output should be direct reading which

is proportional to the phase shift. The phase modulation

technique is introduced for this purpose. This technique is

in principle the down conversion of the interfering wave

frequency to the beat frequency with the phase information

conserved. In the FIR range, at first on TFR, and next on many

other devices, was adopted the frequency shift method by the

use of a rotating grating, and the line averaged electron

density was directly read with on-line electrical circuit

treatment. The beat frequencies used in these cases were up

to about 100 kHz, where the time response was limited to few

hundreds of microseconds. However, in the REB ring core

spherator experiments, the faster time response is required

because plasma phenomena quickly changes. For these

experiments, twin HCN laser sources which deliver slightly

different wavelengths are used to realize the high frequency

beat (about 700 kHz ~ 1 MHz ). This technique using twin

HCN lasers was at first tried and proved to be useful on the

WT-2 tokamak through FIR interferometer and scattering

experiments. Another merit of this me-nod is that when the

system is multichannel power requirement of one laser source

is mitigated compared with the system utilizing the rotating

grating, for the probe and local lasers can be independent.
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2.1 HCN laser

To provide two laser power with slightly different

wavelengths two independently oscillating discharge-excited

dielectric-waveguide HCN lasers are constructed. Each HCN

laser is similar to that developed and described by Belland

et al. The frequency difference between the two lasers can

be adjusted by changing the cavity length of each laser. This

frequency difference is adjusted to be about 700 kHz just

before every discharge shot. The output power for the probe

beam is about 80 mW and that for the reference one is about

20 mW, which delivers sufficient local power for six Schottky

Barrier diode detectors.

2.2 Optical System and Detectors

One of the main purposes of SPAC VII experiment is the

major radius compression. To observe the density profile

evolution during this compression as well as the following

quasi-steady phase, the system is basically a set of Michelson

type interferometers with measuring chords passing along

major radius and reflecting mirrors set on the center

conductor ( Fig.l ). The probing laser output power is

transmitted to the mirror system by adequately focussing

spherical mirror (SM.). In order to split and combine the
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beam for the interferometry, half mirrors of polyethylene

films are used (BS._5 and BC.,.). The vacuum window is made

of polyimid film (225 (um thickness) which is relatively low

loss in this wavelength region. To adjust the each beam waist

nearly at the center conductor spherical mirror is used

instead* of the lossy lenses. In order to avoid the direcc

coupling between the reflected power and the laser output one,

spots of the incoming beam and outgoing one on the beam

splitters (BS, 5) are a little dislocated. The inner mirrors

set on the center conductor are 30 mm in diameter which are

about 1.5 times the beam waist there. HCN laser power is

splitted into six identical beams at ( BS._r ) one of which

is fed to the reference detector after reflected by an mirror

( M_ ) and mixed with a part of the local oscillator power

at beam combiner ( BC- ). The other probe beams are directed

to the inner mirrors set at the center conductor with

adjustable mirrors ( AM, _ ). Each beam reflected from the

inner mirror is combined with the local oscillator power at

BC, 5 and fed to the detector. The number of inner mirrors

set on the center conductor is nine, each of which has three

point adjusting mechanism, and five chords are selected

according to the experimental purposes. The measuring chords

are set asymmetrically to the equatorial plane of the plasma

column so that the number of measuring chords effectively

increases by assuming the plasma symmetry which was well

assured at the early phase of the experiment. The mirrors
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just facing the plasma through vacuum window ( AM, _ ) are

set on adjustable mounts to allow the selection of five chords

from nine. The interferred FIR waves at the beam combiners

are transferred to the copper shielded detector box through

dielectric { Pyrex ) waveguides 60 mm in diameter and 2 m in

length. The use of these waveguide makes the beam alignment

and beam expansion problems easy. Used detectors are

quasi-optical Schottky Barrier (S.B.) diode mixer with 90

corner reflectors and 4A whisker antennas which was as similar

as developed by Fetterman et al . Measured video

sensitivities of these detectors are few tens of Volts/Watt

at 0.6 V bias. These detectors are chosen for the reason that

they have high frequency response necessary for the signal

processing of ~1 MHz beat frequency and further they are

relatively long time maintenance-free which is an important

factor in the multichannel system.

2.3 Signal Processing

The beat signal from each channel is amplified and

converted to a TTL level signal, which is fed to flip-flop

to find the zero crossing time lag between the reference best

and probe one. The pulse trains made by the flip-flop circuit

are low-pass filtered to enable the direct reading outputs

which are proportional to the phase differences between these
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beats. In Fig. 2 are shown the typical wave forms of the

direct reading output in the REB ring core spherator

experiment. The fluctuation of the signal is mainly due to

the beat frequency shift by the laser exitation discharge.

The offset of the output signal which is due to the mechanical

movement of the reflecting mirror at energizing the center

conductor of the SPAC VII, also becomes an origin of the

uncertainty in deriving the line electron density. This

offset is compensated by the zero level shift formed under

the same magnetic field condition but without plasma

production.

§ 3. Principle and Application of the Maximum Entropy Method

Interferometry, as its nature, gives only the integrated

electron density along the viewing chord. To obtain the real

plasma density profile, some inversion have to be performed.

Conventionally the Abel inversion has been commonly used.

However, the Avel inversion needs radial derivatives of the

measured effective radius. This introduces much variety in

determining the profile because some interpolation have to

be done in deriving the radial derivative when the measuring

chords are finite. The reconstructed profile by the Avel

inversion depends strongly on the method of the interpolation.
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The Abel inversion has also a demerit that the reconstructed

quantity occasionally becomes a negative value although it

has no physical meaning. Maximum entropy method described

below is one of the reasonable method which can derive the

most information from the measured line integrated data and

free from negative meaningless quantity.

3./ Maximum Entropy Method

ME method is originally proposed in the communication

8 )theory. This method described in the following is developed

9 )
and applied in the tomography of neutral beams and in the

density profile reconstruction in D III tokamak using the data

of three channel COj laser interferometer.

The object space is divided into adequate number of

pixels. If the physical quantity at j-th pixel is /;, the

configurational entropy S can be defined by

here, Pj—fj/iYajfO i s t n e normalized profile data, m; is

implicit profile data and summation is taken all over the

pixels. M is the total number of pixels. The meaning of this
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entropy can be taken as the probableness of the configuration

regardless of the real physical process if m; is put constant

over the pixels. Introducing the quantity ni;, one can give

the ad hoc physical implication to the definition of

configurational entropy. On the other hand, the observed

quantities ck is the summation of the quantities fj along the

measuring chord and noise or statistical error nt, which can

be expressed by

H
dk- E(O/ty/,)+nfc, ( 2 )

here, Okj is the cross section between the fc-th measuring chord

and the j - th pixel. Taking Ok is the standard deviation at

the fc-th measuring chord, % error can be,, defined as

N ( £ Okjfi-dkf
Y,-l 3 ( 3 )
k at

Summation here are taken over all measuring chords. N denotes

the total number of measuring chords. The Ok has the meaning

of standard noise level at each channel. Keeping the S value

as high as possible, x error is made lower and lower
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iteratively until *2/W *»1 . In this way the most probable

configuration can be obtained, under the condition that

reconstructed data fit to the given data with ^AV^l.

One of the weakest point of this method is the resultant

profile has singularities at the measuring chord radius. This

demerit can be reasonably removed as follows: Smoothing the

resultant profile of the first iteration process, the entropy

is redefined by assuming this smoothed profile as an implicit

profile. The second iteration process is repeated with this

implicit profile. This method of avoiding the singularity

is discussed by Cottrell et al.

3.2 Application of the Maximum Entropy Method

The ME method is applied to the density profile

reconstruction in the plasma confinement experiment of the

REB ring core spherator. The REB ring core spherator

configuration was formed as follows. The REB injection into

the toroidal magnetic field ( B = 3 kG ) was performed with

the plasma anode method, by the use of MARX generator:

Phoebus-III ( 90 kj, 2 MV, 1.5 *is pulse width ). To help

the REB ring formation a resistive shell of 1 ms skin time

12)was installed inside the vacuum chamber ( Fig.3 ). In

Pig.4 are shown the temporal evolution of REB ring current

I_ and five chord line density n 1. At t = 1.0 ms, a coaxial
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plasma gun was fired and plasma was injected to satisfy the

plasma anode condition in front of the cathode. When an

REB was injected at 2 ms, a toroidal REB ring of about 25 kA

was formed within few microseconds and it continued for about

20 ms without further acceleration. Return current induced

in the setup phase of the ring produced a high density plasma

which was immediately confined by the poloidal field formed

by the ring current. Initially plasma density attained to

about 2 X10 cm at the center and had relatively broad

spatial profile. This return current decayed fast and then

the density decayed slowly with time. The REB core radius

inferred from the spatial distribution of X-ray emission was

about 6 cm at half maximum. Here, the REB ring core was

formed and the currentless region for the plasma confinement

extended from 6 to 12 cm. This configuration with external

toroidal field and internal poloidal field formed by the REB

ring is similar to that of the spherator.

In order to examine the particle confinement in this

region clearly, additional plasma production, was performed

by RP in the range of ion cyclotron frequency which was

applied by an antenna 1/3 turn around the center conductor

along the toroidal direction. Antenna position in the

poloidal cross section is shown in Fig.3. RF short pulse

train was applied at the quasi-steady phase of the ring

current. As the monitor of the RF pulse train, the RF current

at the antenna I is also shown in Fig.4. In the REB ring core
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spherator experiment the axisymmetry is well assured, because

the field itself is produced by the REB ring which can only

persist in axisymmetry condition. The axisymmetry of the

density profile was also assured by changing the measuring

chords. With this axisymmetry two dimensional ME method is

applied to the reconstruction of density profile evolution.

Here one dimension is temporal and another is radial. In

principle, this method is applicable to any dimensions, for

physical quantity in each pixel Jrehaves independently during

the entropy maximization, but all quantities couple each other

under the constraint that the measuring chord integrated value

should fulfil the condition x2/N" 1•

In Pig.5 are shown the iteration process. Pig.5 (a) is

the 3-D plot of the original data which corresponds to the

density rise and decay phases by the application of the RF

pulse train in the REB ring core confinement experiment ( t

= 6.0 to 8.0 ms in Fig.4 ). Flat profile is the state of

maximum entropy if there is no implicit profile ( mj=const.

). At the start of the iteration process, electron density

at each pixel to be reconstructed is set zero, which leads

to high x2 value ( Fig.5(b) ). Lowering the xZr reconstructed

profile comes to be bumpy especially at the measured radius.

The first stage ends with the condition x2/N°*\ { Fig. 5 (c) ).

At the start of the second stage, such reduced bumpy profile

is reformed by nearest neighbor smoothing, while % has again

high value ( Fig.5 (d) ). Configurational entropy S is
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redefined with implicit profMe m> setting as the reformed

profile from the first stage result. After similar step as

the first stage, #2//V is decreased to =1 ( Pig.5 (e) ). The

reduced profiles at the second stage are shown in Fig.5 (f).

As Cottrell discusses the specific feature of this method is

the uniqueness of the solution, that is to say, the obtained

result is the most probable and reasonable profile. In this

example, plasma density at the peripheral region raised by

RF plasma production. Conventional Abel inversion failed to

resolve the inner and peripheral information, because the

reconstruction of the inner quantity is strongly affected by

the peripheral information in the Abel inversion. But with

above mentioned ME method, succeeded to decouple the inner

density evolution from that of peripheral region.

§ 4. Plasma Confinement in REB Ring Core Spherator

The REB ring core spherator is characterized by its high

shear and deep magnetic well in the currentless region around

the core. The plasma electron confinement in this currentless

region is expected to be good because of the lack of dangerous

current driven micro and MHD instability. The plasma

confinement properties around the REB ring core spherator

are investigated by the HCN laser interferometer system

mentioned above. To clarify the confinement properties in
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this currentless region, RP plasma production at this region

was performed as described in the previous section. As seen

from Fig.4 the decay time after each RF pulse of n I at the

center chord is lower than that at the periphery, which

indicates that the central region has the better particle

confinement than the periphery. As the particle source can

be neglected during the decay phase, global electron

confinement can be estimated from these data. The estimated

electron confinement time is about 1 ms at I = 20 kA and

about 0.5 ms at I = 12 kA which are worse by about an order

than that expected from the neo-classical diffusion theory.

The electron diffusion coefficient across the magnetic

field can be derived with the assumption that the sink

and source term can be neglected, which may be allowed at

the quasi-steady REB ring current and RP off phase. Provided

that those assumptions hold, diffusion coefficient D± can be

expressed from diffusion equation as

As seen in this expression, to derive the electron diffusion

coefficient, it is necessary to obtain the temporal evolution

of the radial density profile during the density decay phase.

Maximum entropy method described in the previous section are
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utilized to reconstruct the profiles required for that. As

is described in §3.2 the 3-D plot of the reconstructed profile

evolution from t = 6.0 to 8.0 ms in Pig.4 is shown in Fig. 5

(f). Profile data obtained in this way are substituted in

the eg.(4) and the diffusion coefficient is reduced at every

spatial and temporal point. In Fig.6 is shown the temporal

variation of the diffusion coefficient at r = 11 cm with I
K

evolution. Though the data points scatter, there is a clear

tendency as shown by the dotted lines that the diffusion

coefficient increases as the I decreases. This result
R

indicates that the poloidal field strength takes a important

role in the confinement property in REB ring core spherator.

Reduced D± is about one order higher than that estimated from

the neo-classical diffusion theory.

§ 5. Conclusion

A multichannel HCN laser interferometer system has been

constructed for investigating the plasma electron confinement

properties in SPAC VII device. This system consists of twin

HCN lasers with slightly different wavelengths, optical

system of multichannel Michelson interferometer, detectors

of Schottky barrier diodes and and signal processors for

direct read-out. High frequency beat between the two laser

powers enables fast-time resolved observation of
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line-averaged electron density. Through these experiments,

it was demonstrated that the maximum entropy method is surely

powerful to analyse the time evolution of spatial distribution

of electron density. Here, the ME method is applied in 2-D

space ( time and radius ! and used to reduce the electron

diffusion coefficient.
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Figure Captions

Pig. 1. Schematic diagram of the multichannel HCN laser

interferometer system installed on SPAC VII device.

Pig. 2. Typical waveforms of the direct reading output of

each channel during the REB ring core spherator

experiment.

Pig. 3. Schematic cross section of the SPAC VII device.

Pig. 4. Time evolutions of I and electron line densities

along different chords during REB ring core plasma

confinement experiment. RP pulse train is applied

to clarify the confinement characteristics. RP

antenna current I is shown for the indication of

the RP application timing.

Pig. 5. Iteration process as lowering the % , while holding

the configurational entropy S as high as possible.

3-D plot of (a) original data ( this data

corresponds to the line density from 6.0 to 8.0 ms

of Fig.4 ), (b)fitted and reconstructed profiles

at start of first stage, (c) same as (b) at the

end of first stage, (d) same as (b) at the start

of second stage, (e) fitted profiles at the end

of second stage, (f) reduced profiles.

Pig. 6 Time evolutions of reduced Di at r = 11 cm. Time

variations of IR are also shown.
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